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The Ne w 

Dear friends, | 

Amongst the many rose hybridizers I 

have known in my lifetime, Georges Del- 

bard of France ranks among the best. 
Therefore, it pleases me immensely for 

Star Roses to introduce in America 

Georges’ first All-America Award win- 

ning rose, the very lovely First Edition. 

A walk with Georges through his test 

roses is an experience. He is one of the 

most enthusiastic plant breeders and 

nurserymen in the world. He speaks no 

English and I no French but in the lan- 

guage of roses, we communicate. Admir- 

ing each and every rose with a keen eye, 

beaming like a doting father admiring his 

new-born daughter and yet always look- 

ing for that certain something that sets the 

“best’” apart. 

A man of sensitivity, his goal in life has 

been ‘‘to improve the land and to procure 

happiness with flowers.’’ Georges has 

done both with his All-America Award 

Winner, First Edition (named in Europe 

for his young grandson, Arnaud Delbard). 

Sincerely, 

LIC Mb, dt 
S.B. Hutton, Sr. 

Chairman of the Board 

Georges Delbard, French nurseryman and 

hybridizer of First Edition. | 

Double Delight OFFER 2 
(@p) Big. bold. beautiful and striking; this is the Hybrid Tea of Hybrid Teas, and well THREE NEW 
A838° worthy of every longing glance and double-take it receives. Creamy-white huge ALL-AMERICA 

blooms are so liberally brushed with bright. rich red that they have the appearance of 
having been dipped in ruby-red paint. This is the Hybrid Tea to win the blue ribbons at the WINNERS 
show table—most blooms are perfect and all are so breathtakingly beautiful that you DOUBLE DELIGHT 

really can find no fault with them. High-centered, formal blooms, a very strong, FIRST EDITION 

““nose-catching”’ spicy fragrance, an upright. spreading, bushy, good height Hybrid PROMINENT 
Tea plant clothed with glossy green leaves and you have near perfection. This one is $15.90 
going to be praised and talked about. (Swim & Ellis.) Plant Pat. App. For. : 

$6.90 ea.—3 or more. $6.50 ea. 

nN Phone: 215-869-2426 Copyright 1976, The Conard-Pyle Co. Printed in U.S.A. 
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All-America Award Winners for 1977 

First Edition 
(Arnaud Delbard in Europe) 

& Perfectly mounded Floribunda plants with 
483° wave after wave of unequalled luminous coral 
color. One of the very few roses that gives an 
outstanding mass of color and yet has the form to 
be perfect for arrangements. Our picture on the 

cover is the form you get on each and every 
bloom. Delicately pointed buds slowly become 
striking, fluorescent blooms 2% inches across. A 

delightful blending of subtle yellow, orange and 
red shades. Excellent for any use but especially 
lovely for mass plantings. 

2% foot plants are perfect mounds and literally 
blanketed with rich lively color. Each branch is well 

clothed with medium size, glossy, bright green 
foliage forming the perfect background for the 
luminous color. One spray will make a beautiful 

bouquet and one plant will be magnificent. An out- 
standing plant, a beauty of a flower and perfect for 
any use—FIRST EDITION. (Delbard.) Plant Pat. 

3647. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

Arnaud Delbard 

PROMINENT 

ees 

FIRST EDITIONR E CE] y 
*® AUG 21976 

& Department of 
Prominent 

>) An All-America A®®ara eel 
* yes. and never have we seen anything like 

this spicy Grandiflora. A definite color break- 
through, such brilliance and yet such a clear 

orange color that it is unmatched—it seems to 
vibrate with its intensity. Well formed. medium 
size buds very slowly become medium size. very 

showy blooms of excellent form. Each petal 
forms a sharp point and gives the flowers a dis- 
tinctive star effect. Strong, tall, easy to grow 

plants produce an excellent quantity of bloom 
through the season; and each bloom comes on a 
handsome stem for cutting. The showy blooms 
have excellent substance and last an exception- 

ally long time on the plant and when cut and are 
perfect for arrangements. Tall. well branched 
plants produce a continuous show of color. You 

could almost fill a small vase a day from one 
plant. 

Already a sensation in Europe. PROMINENT 
will take America by storm. Once you have seen 

the fiery color. few other roses can begin to com- 
pare in performance, bloom production and out- 
standing color. (Kordes.) Plant Pat. 3380. 

$5.40 ea.—3 or more, $5.20 ea. 
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Soma THE ROSE OF THE SEVENTIES 

The very best of that new breed of roses that can be described in so many ways yet no 

words seem adequate to picture her total beauty. (In fact, even our picture does not do 
so). Here is the rose you expect only from your florist; in fact. you can buy SONIA 

from your florist. but we are not exaggerating when we say, *“SONIA will give you the 
same quality blooms in your garden.”’ 

Ultra-modern luminous coral beginning as an eye-catching pink suffused with coral 
and yellow brushed across each petal. Rich and lovely pointed classic buds very slowly 

roll back becoming 4-inch open blooms that have exceptional life on the plant and when 
cut. Each petal is large and satiny with an unusual texture and firmness that makes a 

single bloom or bouquet last a full week. 
Beautifully floriferous plants give bouquets of perfect blooms all season. Compact. 

medium tall. vigorous and covered with excellent rich green foliage. SONIA is a 
delight. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 3095. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more. $4.60 ea. 

_SONIA 

Sonia Meilland, the delightful grandchild of 
Francis Meilland for whom Sonia (the rose) is 

named. 

Oregold 
(@, Hybrid Tea. If you like yellow roses. 
483° you'll love OREGOLD. it is rated as 
one of the very best. Its real asset is the 

sparkling gold color that is distinct from all 
other yellows and doesn’t fade. Rich, gold- 
en yellow buds are delightfully long and 
pointed. Open blooms are large (up to 5 

inches), fully double. high-centered and sit 
right up on top of the plant for all to enjoy. 

The color does soften a bit as the blooms 
mature but color stays lovely through the 
life of the flower. A moderate fragrance is 
the perfect complement to this rich. lively. 

floriferous yellow Hybrid Tea. 

Exceptionally vigorous for a yellow, this 
free bloomer will often grow to 4 feet and is 

completely covered with glossy. rich green 
foliage. 

A delight in the garden, but OREGOLD 
is one yellow that won’t stay outdoors, it 

has the exhibition form to take the blue 

ribbons at the rose shows. A distinctive 
new addition to yellow garden roses that 
will be around for a long time to come. 

One of the more vigorous and floriferous 

yellow Hybrid Teas to come along— 
perhaps the best one yet. 
OREGOLD—the 1975 All-America 

Winner is well worthy of the award and a 

winner everywhere. (Tantau.) Plant Pat. 
3415. 

$5.90 ea.—3 or more. $5.50 ea. 

“SONIA—WOW! SONIA— 

—— — how do you improve on perfec- 

tion? Tall. slender. graceful. dig- 
nified. unobtrusive. lady-like. 
she seemed to hold her sus- 

pected charms hidden close to 

herself until in the presence of 
unspoken admiration she opened 
up and revealed all her glory. 

SONIA is what rose growing Is 

all about.” 

F.T.. Massachusetts 



OREGOLD 

OFFER 5 

J OFTHE BEST 

MISTER LINCOLN 

OREGOLD 

SONIA 

$14.70 

Mister Lincoln 
>} Hybrid Tea. Tall, stately and beautiful—absolute 

aps perfection. A true red red, very perfumed, 
bold and showy. This is our very best true red rose, and 
we believe it 1s the finest red rose of all time. No other 

red rose can equal Mister Lincoln. 
Lovely, long, pointed, urn shaped buds are exquis- 

itely formed and gracefully roll their velvety petals back 

from delightful high centers. Big, extravagant six-inch 
blooms are a deep, bold red, full, very double and very 
fragrant, even on dull days when fragrance in other 

roses is not noticeable. Long, straight, strong stems 
hold each flower erect in the classic Hybrid Tea fash- 
ion. Blooms are perfect for cutting to enjoy indoors 

and Mister Lincoln is outstanding for the Flower 

Shows. 
Vigorous, tall and upright, plants are completely 

covered with excellent, bright, glossy green foliage. 

Mister Lincoln has everything—velvety luminescent 
red, big, double blooms and outstanding perfume. 

(Swim & Weeks). Plant Pat. 2370. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

MISTER LINCOLN 



ALL-AMERICA WINNERS 
Perfume Delight 
& Hybrid Tea. Lovely to look at with a delightful 

AS3* deep. heady fragrance that is second to none— 
that’s Perfume Delight. All the sophistication and 

beauty of today and yet with the fragrance and charm 
we all remember so well. The delightful perfume 1s 
evident the moment the lovely clear pink petals begin to 
unfurl from the classic. long, pointed buds. Petals roll 
back gracefully forming big. double blooms up to 5 
inches across with each petal the same glowing, un- 

blemished clear pink that never changes. 
Each bloom is held right on top of the medium tall 

plant so its perfume will touch almost every nose. 
Rich, olive green foliage forms the _ perfect 
background for the eye and ‘‘nose-catching”’ bloom. 

Imagine having these lovely flowers in your garden 
or to bring indoors to fill your home with beauty and 
perfume. (Weeks.) Plant Pat. 3282. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

PERFUME DELIGHT 

Ay eZ: Bo. 

APOLLO 

ROSES ARE SO EASY 
There is no one best way to grow roses; 

they are wonderfully adaptable and so 
easy. The secret is simple and very basic. If 
your soil grows good tomatoes it will grow 

marvelous roses. Take care when planting 

your roses—PLANT THEM RIGHT. Fol- 
low our free planting instructions. The few 

extra minutes it takes will be well worth- 
while. Water them when it gets very dry 

and establish a regular spray or dusting 
program. It only takes a few minutes each 

week for “‘success with roses.”” 



Apollo 
. Hybrid Tea. Such a bright. clear sunny yellow and so tall and strong. Apollo is a 
* standout in any garden. Radiant, pointed buds slowly become big, double 

blooms, up to 4% inches across. Usually there is a single bloom to the stem and 

always they are held high on the plant. never hiding in the foliage. The sunshine 
yellow is a delight all season, with each dazzling bloom a real eye-catcher and 
the color holds for such a long time. 

Strong, tall growing and well branched, Apollo could almost be a Grandiflora. 
Foliage is large, leathery and very disease resistant, covering the plants well, com- 
pletely hiding the branches. Great for any use and particularly good for arrange- 

ments. Beautiful all season and a plant that is second to none. For an outstanding 
“rose show”’ all summer long, it’s a masterpiece. (Armstrong.) Plant Pat. 3322. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more. $4.60 ea. 

A 

ARIZONA 

Arizona 
Grandiflora. When we first saw 

ASB Arizona with its flashy golden cop- 
per brilliance, we saw all the things that 
make Arizona, the state, such a 
delight—the flaming scarlet sunsets, the 
blazing noonday sun, all the colors of 

the spectacular sunrise. As colorful as 
the Painted Desert, Arizona, the rose, 
combines all of these shades. Buds are 

so perfect with satiny petals gently 
swirling open to 4% inch flowers of 
golden copper brushed with shades of 
scarlet. An alluring tea fragrance is 
the perfect complement. 

Tall, strong, vigorous and well 
branched. One plant will produce a pro- 

fusion of decorative bloom all season, 
and each bloom is produced on antl 
a long. straight, sturdy stem % 
for cutting. A back-row rose Z 
with neat, balanced growth 

and dark. semi-glossy, leath- 
ery foliage. Resistance to dis- 
ease and winter hardiness are = 

well above average. Arizona is 

a beauty and will give years of pleasure, 
beauty and enjoyment. (Weeks.) Plant 
Pat. 3568. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

“Roses were received and are the finest ever 

received from anyone, anywhere.” 

R.J., Alabama 

OFFER 7 

ALL-AMERICA 
WINNERS 

APOLLO 

ARIZONA 

PERFUME DELIGHT 

$13.90 

STAR® 
GUARANTEE 

All Star Plants in this catalog are 

guaranteed to grow and perform 

as they should for the first season 

after purchase. If they do not, we 

will replace them or refund the 

purchase price. 



Royal Highness 
» Hybrid Tea. A regal beauty of flawless perfection. 

A8B° A rose so perfect it’s hard to believe it is rugged 
too. Lustrous, soft, thick, glossy pastel pink petals are 
satiny smooth. The soft pink becomes just a touch 
deeper at the center of the bloom, giving each flower a 
warm glow. Long. pointed, truly exquisite buds open 
slowly to enormous blooms with a perfect high center. 
The delightful pastel color holds and holds. Royal 
Highness is a breathtaking beauty that must be seen to 
be believed. Perfect form, outstanding color, high- 
centered blooms and a heavy, enticing tea perfume—all 
in the same rose. 

Each lovely bloom is held aloft on a long, stiff stem. 
ideal for cutting. A medium tall. upright beauty with 
tremendous appeal both as a garden rose and as a cut 
flower. A blue ribbon winner that is perfect for the rose 

shows. (Swim & Weeks.) Plant Pat. 2032. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more. $4.60 ea. 

“Last Saturday, Spartanburg had quite a large rose show. I 

entered 3 roses: Royal Highness. Mister Lincoln, and Pascali. 

And, I won 3 first (blue ribbons) and Pascali won 2nd in the 

whole Show. Out of 250 entries. I couldn’t believe it.”’ 

A.R., South Carolina 

KING'S RANSOM _ 

—_ ~F ~6 | 
ROYAL HIGHNESS 

King’s Ransom 
») Hybrid Tea. Big. lively. golden yellow blooms 

3° just bursting with fragrance. Medium long buds 
are deep and golden with each petal curling back and 
the big, 5 inch, fully double blooms bursting forth. 
Each open bloom has a ‘‘melting’’ quality to the 
color that is distinct from all other yellows. Showy 
flowers sit right up on top of the plant to catch and 

reflect every ray of sunlight. Ideal for cutting. witha 

nice lingering fragrance that will fill aroom, and you 
can be sure this beauty won't stay outdoors. 

Medium tall with extra long, strong stems for cut- 
ting. Bloom production Is at its best in the spring and 
fall. but keep your shears handy for those *‘mid- 

summer blooms’”’ too. Tall. graceful. lovely and 
highly recommended. (Morey.) Plant Pat. 2/03. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more. $4.60 ea. 

‘Your excellent plants have (for 15 years). spoiled me for 

purchasing roses from any other source.” 
M.C.. Massachusetts 



Pharaoh (not shown) 

Everything a Hybrid Tea should be—red, big. bright, bold and 

beautiful. Vivid scarlet blooms have a velvety overcast with deep 

(almost black) red brushed along the petal margins where they 

are touched by the sun. Lovely. ovoid buds are very dark maroon 

and open to a glowing scarlet on the upper side of the petals with 

just a touch of orange gleam for warmth. This big beauty is 

outstanding until petals fall. 
Plants are average height with large. glossy dark foliage. The 

huge, well formed flowers come freely on good stiff stems and are 

superb when brought indoors. Some of our friends claim a bloom 

of Pharaoh lasts longer than any other rose. Oustanding, and a 

showy delight. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2859. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

TROPICANA 

“‘I can’t believe how nice you people really are. Not just 
one person but everyone I was in contact with. I had a rose 
problem and your personnel had the answer right away. It’s 

hard to believe that such a large firm like yours have so 
many friendly people and so helpful.’’ 

J.M., New Jersey 

OFFER 9 

DISTINCTIVE 

GARDEN PARTY 
KING’S RANSOM 

ROYAL HIGHNESS 

TROPICANA 

$17.80 < 

° 

Tropicana 
>) Hybrid Tea. Fluorescent bright orange-red with exceptional 
* qualities as a cut rose. Tropicana in America, named Super 

Star in Europe—Tropicana by any name is outstanding and 
known and loved the world over. A bright, intense orange-red, 
never deep but with a luminous quality to each petal that makes it 

spring to life. The superb color holds and holds in the hottest 
summer sun and when brought indoors, whether it’s that one 

delightful bud or a whole bouquet. Buds are exquisitely near 

perfection and cherished by flower arrangers. 4% to 5 inch, big, 
double blooms have elegant form and a strong, but not overpow- 

ering, fragrance to filla room. A classic that will literally shine in 
your garden, in an arrangement—everywhere. 

An outstanding rose on an outstanding plant—tall, bushy. 
rather rangy and completely covered with shiny green, disease 
free foliage. Hardy, easy to grow plants produce a tremendous 
quality of vibrant bloom all season. Sure to please every gar- 
dener. (Tantau.) Plant Pat. 1969. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

Garden Party 
>») Hybrid Tea. Often considered a white rose, Garden Party is 

28° actually an eye-catching blend of soft, delicate tones that 

distinguishes it from every other rose. The warm, rich ivory at 
the center, blends across the large, flared petals to creamy tones 

with a flush of appleblossom pink that gently and slowly steals 
over the outer edges of the petals. Excellent petal substance and 

lasting ability makes it the ideal cutting rose. An excellent quan- 
tity of delightful, double, very fragrant blooms come continu- 
ously. 

An outstanding picture in any garden with the long, stiff stems 
(straight and tall) holding the distinctive blooms erect for all to 
admire. Tall, strong, well branched and handsome—all you 

would expect from a rose. A rose of distinction (one of the 
classics) that will bring you pleasure all summer long. (Swim.) 

Plant Pat. 1814. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

A 

GARDEN PARTY 

4 



FAMOUS 
Blanche Mallerin 
Hybrid Tea. Majestic, fragrant and snowy white. Irresistible. Buds are elegant, long, 
urn-shaped and pure white—well worth having just for the outstanding buds alone. The 

open bloom, too, is a beauty of pure satiny white. 414 inches across and with superb 

form and style. In fact, this pure showy white is often used as the perfect example of the 
classic Hybrid Tea. Lovely to look at—a real delight, with a moderate, extremely 
sweet fragrance. 

An easy white to grow. Bushy, upright plants have good heavy canes and leathery 

leaves. Blooms come freely all season long. Excellent to cut. (Mallerin.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Chrysler Imperial 
») Hybrid Tea. A real standout that has become known as one of the all-time greats. 

483° Beginning with full, solid, glowing, deep red buds, the blooms are high centered, 
and a rich crimson red with a velvety touch that becomes washed with slightly deeper 
hues. Each bloom has a lovely fragrance—in fact, it is one of the most fragrant of all 
roses. Flowers are just about perfect and come continuously. 

A classic, medium tall Hybrid Tea that belongs in every garden—sure to please. 

Flowers come continuously and are ideal for cutting. (Lammerts.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Peace 
Hybrid Tea. What a rose—in all ways Peace is ‘‘the most!’” Acclaimed the world 
over as ‘“‘the’’ rose. Color is softest ivory to delicate yellow, penciled a warm, 

STAR GUARANTEE glowing pink at the petal edges, becoming even more pink as it develops. Tall. strong, 
free blooming, healthy and lovely. Enormous, firm petaled, long lasting blooms. 

So superb in every way it sets the standard for comparison. Tops all other roses in 
popularity. Give it plenty of room in the garden and watch it grow. A rose show all 
summer. (Meilland.) 

BLANCHE MALLERIN 

All Star Plants in this catalog are guaran- 

teed to grow and perform as they should 

for the first season after purchase. If they 

do not, we will replace them or refund the oe a 
purchase price. $3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

PEACE 



SUPER STARS 
Confidence 
Hybrid Tea. A lively pastel beauty. Outdoors and in, the stream- 
lined buds are a delight and you will marvel at their elegant air of 
perfection. High-centered blooms are a delicate blend of lovely 
pastel shades—softest peach, showy shrimp-pink, delicate ivory 
and bright gold. Fragrant, long stemmed blooms are medium to 
large in size. 

Bushy and upright. Flowers come continuously and it is so 
lovely there never seems to be enough. A rose of distinction and 
one of the all-time great classics. (Meilland.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Queen Elizabeth 
The first Grandiflora and still the queen of them all. No 

488° sarden should be without this beauty. True royalty— 
ranking among the very best of all roses. To call Queen Elizabeth 
an outstanding rose would indeed be an understatement. Lovely 

pink flowers are a clear, clean, ‘‘innocent’’ pink lightly ruffled 
and cupped. Blooms come 2 or 3 on a stem and also singly. 
Flowers are not extremely large but are borne in great profusion 

all summer. 
Very strong, vigorous and healthy—Queen Elizabeth will 

dominate your garden. (Lammerts.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more. $3.65 ea. 

CONFIDENCE 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 

OFFER 11 

ALL-TIME 

GREATS 

YBLANCHE MALLERIN 

ORDERING 

BY MAIL 

Convenience—safety—the 
Star® Guarantee (see page 10): 

all are good reasons for order- 
ing Star Roses by mail. Use the 
order blank and postpaid en- 
velope, and your bushes will 
arrive safely at your door. We 
pay all shipping charges in the 
continental United States. 

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL ~ 

CONFIDENCE 

PEACE 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 

$18.60 

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL 



Seashell 
\ Hybrid Tea. Distinctive, different and new! 
* A whole new color combination for your 

rose garden. Always fresh, clean and as changea- 

ble as a rose can be. All season, Seashell will 
gracefully change through all the soft shades of 
orange, to pinks lightly brushed with sunny yel- 
low, often blending to a lively salmon. Buds are a 
pure, soft orange which slowly become a delicate 
salmon-pink lightly brushed with sunny yellow. 

Blooms are 4% inches across, very double and 

are arich, lively salmon with a touch of golden 
yellow washed across each petal. Large, double 

flowers are usually borne one to the stem. Occa- 

sionally there will be a cluster of 2 or 3 making 
Seashell a continuous, spectacular display of 
rich, abundant, delightful fragrant blooms. 

Medium. tall, upright and compact, plants are 
well covered with glossy, mildew resistant, 
holly-like foliage. 

Seashell is perfect for any use, and is one of the 
many roses that do well in patio-type containers. 
Perfect for a mass of color, for an outstandingly 
showy plant in your garden, for the flower ar- 
ranger, and for the avid gardener. (Kordes.) Plant 
Pat. 3685. 

$5.40 ea.—3 or more, $5.20 ea. 

FALL ROSE PLANTING 
IDEAL! 

When you plant in the fall, your roses make 
a faster start in the spring and bloom earlier 

and more profusely the first year. Recom- 
mended except where winters are extreme. 
And, of course, they are guaranteed to 
grow and bloom for you. 

SEASHELL ~ 
MISS ALL-AMERICAN BEAUTY 

— 

Miss All-American Beauty 
& Huge. fresh. clean and crisp are all descriptive 
AES Of this beauty. An All-America Award Winning 
Hybrid Tea that is a well known favorite throughout é 

the world. The illuminated pink color is fresh and \ \ 
different with no other shadings or blemishes. Each 
medium long, tapered bud is bursting with rich color ; p \ & 
and slowly unfolds to huge S-inch, lively, pure pink itp . * ” \ 

blooms. Fully double. cupped with an abundance of 

delicately sculptured petals of excellent substance 

that makes the blooms last so very long. Each big 
bloom comes on along cutting stem. A strong, heady é 

tea fragrance is the perfect complement. 
Plants to 4% feet in height are well branched and 

very shapely. Ivy green. moderately large foliage 

covers the plant exceptionally well. We think this is 
an exciting rose that is vigorous and vibrant and will 
never stop pleasing you. A true beauty. (Meilland.) ee 

Plant Pat. 2625. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more. $4.60 ea. 

ay rm 



> area ee i os . atta 3 Comanche (not shown) 

) This brilliant scarlet Grandiflora captures all the fiery glow 

a ; "2 Sand warmth of the campfire. Exciting and smoldering. Urn 
ae i shaped buds, slowly unfold to fully double, 4-inch blooms with 

: d more than 50 petals. Bold, high centered, orange-red flowers are 

strikingly colorful. At times. blooms are carried singly but often 
win. ~ . there are three or more ona good long stem. Plants stand tall and 

strong, yet bushy and vigorous, reaching 5 feet in height and 
producing a continuous colorful display of blooms for cutting and 

garden decoration. (Swim & Weeks.) Plant Pat. 2855. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. 

Pascali 
A wonderful white Hybrid Tea, Pascali combines exquisite 

we, > beauty and a near perfect plant. Delicate-looking. tapered 
white buds seem sculptured from marble and open to perfect 

blooms of soft lovely white with a warm ivory-yellow glow at the 
center. High centered, perfectly formed. medium large and very 
double, each bloom is satiny perfection. Exquisitely perfect 

blooms are not ‘“‘sometimes’’ quality—every specimen will be 
ideally formed. even in poor weather. 

Plants are often over 4 feet high with good strong stems. An 
unusually fine white rose. (Lens.) Plant Pat. 2592. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

PASCALI 

YANKEE DOODLE 

Yankee Doodle 
& Hybrid Tea. One of the beautiful new- 

S comers with a striking combination of 
rich colors. Bright. shining yellow, liberally 
brushed glowing scarlet around the petal 
margins—a lively, warm blending. Big. 5 inch 

open blooms will often have over 100 petals. 
each delicately scalloped to give the open 
bloom a delicious light. airy effect. And, what 

fruity perfume from even one bloom. 

A superb plant that grows strong and very 
tall. is freely branched. broad and upright. 
Give Yankee Doodle lots of room to spread 
out. Blooms come one to the stem (a true 
Hybrid Tea) and stand out from the colorful 
background of olive-green, almost holly-like 

leaves. Hardy. rugged and disease resistant— 
this All-America Award Winner will reward 
you all season and for years and years to come 

with wave after wave of luscious bloom. 
A bright distinctive color on a plant that 

can't be beat anywhere. (Kordes.) Plant Pat. 
App. For. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

OFFER 13 

A LOVELY 
COMBINATION 

MISS ALL-AMERICAN 

BEAUTY 

PASCALI 

SEASHELL 

YANKEE DOODLE 

$18.80 



Oklahoma 
Hybrid Tea. While not actually black. Oklahoma is such a deep 
smoky velvet red that it almost seems so. The deep deep color is 
richly enhanced by the delightful perfume. Buds are almost black FERS the Dee eaats 

and nicely pointed. Five-inch pointed blooms have perfect form. here If you have never before grown 
excellent texture and fine keeping ability. Each deep red petal is x roses. you will find this 12-page 

: ; 3 Oo mei ct ae i . booklet a helpful guide to proper 
liberally brushed with black velvet around the outside. ; 

: 5 Sora : AAD? planting and cultural methods. 
Medium tall plants w ith good cutting stems holding the blooms reeey How th PLAN And if you’re an old hand at rose 

erect and above the foliage so they never hide. Each bloom is oad THEM growing. you will probably want to 

worth waiting for. (Swim & Weeks.) Plant Pat. 2326. 9 GE YOU THE Mast look through it and double-check 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. || on the procedures you have been 
following. From planting. through 
pruning and spraying. the booklet 
describes and pictures the steps to 

success with roses ... and also gives pertinent facts about the 
“Oregold (see page 4) was the best of the season last season. Most growing of bulbs and perennials. A copy is sent FREE with every 

frequently used for my ‘‘rose of the day.’’ Each day I cut the best order. 
bloom for my wife. It pleases her and forces me to stop and 

appreciate.” 

FREE PLANTING GUIDE 

sent with your order 

D.F.. Connecticut 

JOHN F. KENNEDY 

John F. Kennedy 
Hybrid Tea. A stately white rose with lots of bloom. good for cutting. 
Long. graceful buds of lemon-white. opening to pure white. 5 to 6-inch 

blooms that hold their firm texture through all kinds of weather. Flowers 
are high pointed. showing a full but open center. The 35 to 40 broad. 
glossy petals are precisely arranged. to make a majestic specimen to 

beautify any planting. 
Tall and upright—to about 4 feet. with large dark leaves. Good strong 

canes are crowned with bloom clusters all through the growing season. 
The tea fragrance is especially noticeable and not often found in white 
roses. (Boerner.) Plant Pat. 2441. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more. $4.60 ea. 

Star® Roses are Nursery Fresh 2-year #1 

grade plants. Their quality is so good that we 

can back them with our guarantee. 



ECLIPSE 

Eclipse 
A famous old favorite Hybrid Tea whose golden yellow 
color and perfect bud have made it a tradition among 

gardeners. Long, slender, tapered buds with long sepals 
to emphasize their gracefulness are sheer perfection. 
The lively golden yellow slowly becomes a clear, bright 

chrome-yellow that literally shines. Medium size 
blooms come on long strong stems, perfect for cutting. 
Fragrance is quite strong and very pleasing. Cut the 
buds soon after they begin to show color so you can 
enjoy them at their best. 

Plants are tall and very vigorous. (Nicolas.) 
$3.60 ea.—3 or more, $3.40 ea. 

COMMAND 
PERFORMANCE 

Command Performance 
», Hybrid Tea. From its world renowned parent, Tropicana, Command 
* Performance inherited its clear, luminous orange color—bright, vivid 

and unchanging all season with just a touch of red for warmth. This, along 
with its distinctive star-shaped open bloom makes it truly unique. A regal 

rose—tall, strong, stately, blooming freely and covered with leathery 
leaves. 

Long buds slowly become medium size flowers made up of 50 petals. 
Each petal rolls back to form a distinctive point. Unusually heavy texture 

makes the bloom last exceptionally well—great for cutting. Sweet, appeal- 
ing fragrance. (Lindquist.) Plant Pat. 3063. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

A 

Pink Peace | 
Hybrid Tea. A member of the sensational Peace family, a beautiful color 
and a superb plant. Each flower is large with an unusual deep, dusky pink 

color and pleasant fragrance. Buds are big and pointed and the large, fully 
double bloom has a high peaked center surrounded by broad petals with an 

unusually good lasting ability. | 
Very strong and bushy—like Peace but taller—with large leaves and 

thick flower stems. A back row rose, and give it plenty of room. A favorite 
for cutting. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 1759. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

PINK PEACE 

OFFER 15 

RED, WHITE, 

YELLOW & PINK 

ECLIPSE 

JOHN F. KENNEDY 

OKLAHOMA 

PINK PEACE 

$16.90 
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AMERICAN HERITAGE 

‘You have my compliments. In this day 

and age when you normally get so much 

less than you pay for. you deliver an 
extra.” 

A.T., Maryland 

LARGE ORDERS — SMALL 
ORDERS 

and orders in between receive 
our prompt and painstaking at- 
tention. Every rose we ship is a 

2-year. #1 grade, field-grown 
specimen. We want our roses to 

be the very best you have ever 

grown so that we can say with 
confidence that Star Roses are 
the best you can buy anywhere. 

American Heritage 
» A fascinating Hybrid Tea to watch. The 
* striking blend of ever changing colors is 

beautiful to watch. At various times and in 
different kinds of weather, the colors can 
vary considerably. but they are always 

dainty and appealing. Very long, tapered, 
urn shaped buds of light canary yellow, deli- 
cately edged camellia-rose. slowly become 

cream to light canary-yellow, 44-inch, dou- 

ble blooms with up to 60 firm textured petals. 
As the blooms mature, the delightful rose 
color along the petal margins deepens. giving 

a striking contrast. Flowers are not as yellow 
as we show, they are more of a delicate 
cream. Big, double blooms come continu- 

ously with a succession of color changes. 
Tall, compact plants with very heavy 

canes. A striking color combination. (Lam- 
merts.) Plant Pat. 2687. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

A 

FIRST PRIZE 

First Prize 
», A superb rose that is a prizewinner 
* everywhere and takes the blue ribbons 

at the rose shows. A standout on the show 

table, in your garden and in your home. First 

Prize will bloom just like this for you in your 
own garden. The exhibition form is warmly 
enhanced by the rich pink color that is lighter 

and more delicate toward the center of the 

flower and almost light red at the petal mar- 
gins. Satiny petals roll back from the large. 

magnificent buds forming exquisite 5-inch 

blooms. Perfect for cutting. 
Medium tall and strong. plants take no 

more care than other garden roses and yet 

produce these magnificent exhibition 

blooms. Long lasting and never discoloring. 

A show rose that is equally good for enjoy- 
ment in your garden. Almost too good to be 
true. (Boerner.) Plant Pat. 2774. 

$5.40 ea.—3 or more. $5.20 ea. 

A 



Gypsy 
») Hybrid Tea. Dazzling, fiery red with a 

483° touch of deep orange adding a depth of 
brilliance that is very rare in any rose. De- 
lightful, mysterious and tantalizing, Gypsy 1s 

always luminous and never harsh. Hot, 
humid weather enhances the rich, vivid 
color. Very dark buds with petals slowly 

opening to big. S-inch blooms. Bright and 
distinctive, the lively red color catches every 
eye all summer. High. pointed centers be- 

come wide, cupped flowers that hold their 

shape and color extremely well. Blooms 
usually come one to a long, strong stem— 
perfect for cutting and long lasting on the 

bush and when brought indoors. 

Tall, husky and rugged with rich, glossy 
green leaves. Excellent, well deserving of its 

All-America Award. (Weeks.) Plant Pat. 
3163. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

Chicago Peace 
Hybrid Tea. A dramatic blending of shim- 
mering pink and canary-yellow with occa- 

sional coppery tones. We think this is one of 

the greatest roses of all time—yjust grow it 
and see! Big. solid buds slowly become huge. 
high centered, very full flowers with 50 to 60 
large petals and firm texture. Blooms hold 
their shape well and last for days. Each 
bloom comes on a very thick, strong stem. 

Chicago Peace is a sport of the famous 

Peace rose with an even livelier color and 
more fragrance than its parent. It does have 
the same extraordinarily vigorous, tough 
plant with big, leathery leaves. 

Resisting practically any rain or wind 
storm, blooms come in wave after wave of 

dramatic color throughout the season. Tall. 
vigorous and very sturdy. A winner 
everywhere. (Johnston.) Plant Pat. 2037. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

CHICAGO PEACE 

‘‘We have purchased roses from 5 or 6 of 

the better known suppliers, but we have 

been more pleased and satisfied with our 

Star Roses than with any other ones. 

L.P., New York 

: 

THE ff 
VERY BEST a 

ier 
AMERICAN HERITAGE x 
CHICAGO PEACE bea, 
FIRST PRIZE 4 
GYPSY 

$18.90 



Lady X 
A tall, back-row, beguiling soft lavender Hybrid Tea. Deli- 
cate. lovely and mysterious (but not a prima donna). Ex- 
quisitely sculptured blooms—every one high pointed per- 

fection that lasts and lasts. Beautifully formed buds of 

iridescent lilac slowly roll open to a 60 petalled,. fully 
double satiny bloom. Blooms come continuously and last 

well. An alluring light touch of fragrance is the perfect 
complement. We have had so many glowing reports on 

Lady X—try your luck with her at your next rose show. 

Unusually tall and strong. Lady X is a true “‘back-row’ 
rose that blooms continuously and beautifully all season. 
Very vigorous. hardy and covered with rich green foliage. 
Even if you don’t care for lavenders, you'll like Lady X. 

(Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2691. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. 

> 

“‘T purchased my first rose bush from your firm around 1909 or 
1910 when it was the Conard-Jones Co. That makes around 65 

years that I have done business with the same company. Not to be 
wondered at considering the quality of your stock.” 

L.D., Maine 

COLORAMA 

Colorama 
Hybrid Tea. A marvelous “‘change of pace’’ rose and one you 

will want in your garden. Lively and shapely soft yellow buds are 

flushed with salmon pink. Blooms are at their best when two- 

thirds open. Open flowers are big and ruffly. a delightful 

watermelon-pink with warm, deep yellow at the petal base and 

on the reverse. and the vivid contrast lasts for the entire life of the 

flower. Open blooms are loosely cupped and informal with 40 to 

50 thick satiny petals and a light tea perfume. 

Medium tall. with good straight stems. Excellent for 

repeated crops of gaily colored blooms. (Meilland.) Plant 

Pat. 2862. 

i $4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

It’s Fun To Grow Roses 

You can grow roses just like these! Start with 2 or 3. 
give thema spot of sun. a little tender loving care and 
they will reward you for years to come. Roses give 

so much for so long and are so easy to grow. 



DISTINCTIVE AND DIFFERENT 

LADY ELGIN 

Candy Stripe 
Hybrid Tea. A sport of Pink Peace and a delightful surprise. 
Lovely rose-pink flowers irregularly slashed with streaks of 
lighter pink and off white from the petal base to the outer edge. 
Streaks on the upper side of the petal are not precisely re- 
peated on the reverse and frequently there is an all pink petal. 

Tall and unique—for something completely different. 

Candy Stripe is an excellent choice. A charming novelty and 
delightfully perfumed. (McCummings.) Plant Pat. 2278. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

“IT like your service and I’m glad I chose your nursery to buy from. I 

wish to thank you for such magnificent roses and splendid service!” 

R.B., New Hampshire 
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UNIQUE BEAUTIES 

CANDY STRIPE 

COLORAMA 

LADY ELGIN 

LADY X 

$16.90 

Lady Elgin 
Hybrid Tea. Deep rich orange buds open to a 
slightly lighter apricot becoming a beautiful blend 
of butterscotch and warm orange washed with a 
touch of delicate champagne. Warm, distinctive 
and inviting. Big. solid, lively blooms with exciting 
and unusual color that lasts and lasts. Lovely to 

look at. subtly perfumed, marvelous for cutting 
and top exhibition quality to win blue ribbons at the 
show table. We continuously hear that Lady Elgin 

is the outstanding rose in gardens throughout the 

United States. 
Tall, strong and upright plants covered with rich 

healthy sea-green foliage hold the striking blooms 

erect for all to see and admire. (Meilland.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more. $3.65 ea. 

SHOP FOR ROSES THE EASY WAY 

There’s no need to waste valuable time running 

around to find the roses you want. Sit down with our 

all new catalog and do your shopping in the comfort 

of your armchair and have your roses delivered to 

your door. Use the order blank we provide and mail 

it in the postpaid envelope with our guarantee of 

receiving nursery fresh, top-grade roses at the 

proper planting time for your area. WE PAY ALL 

SHIPPING CHARGES IN THE CONTINENTAL 

UNITED STATES. 

CANDY STRIPE 
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PICTURE 
Medallion 

Hybrid Tea. A tremendous breakthrough both in the 
ASB> new delicate apricot-buff color and in the size of the 

magnificent 7-inch flowers. An unequaled new rose of a 
}lovely pastel color that varies with the weather but is 
always distinctively different. Superb pastel blooms of soft 

/ apricot-buff. with a slightly deeper center and a delicate 
ivory edge. Slender pointed soft coppery-pink buds open 

to huge informal buff-pink flowers with extremely broad 

petals. Open blooms soften to a tantalizing straw yellow. 
Lasting ability is remarkable. A mild fruity perfume is the 
perfect complement. 

Vigorous and erect—put Medallion in the back row. 
Blooms are borne on long. strong stems, perfect for the 
garden and for cutting. Extremely free blooming. we have 
seen as many as 45 of these tremendous blooms at one time 
on a single plant. (Warriner.) Plant Pat. 2997. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more. $4.60 ea. 

BIG RED 

MEDALLION 

Big Red 
Hybrid Tea. We grow a number of large red 
roses. but here’s the biggest of them all—6 

inches and more across. These lovely. vel- 
vety blooms are Oversize not only in width 

but in depth too. A bold red. bright and 
strong with a more rosy red tone on the 
underside of the petals. Thick. fat. pointed 
buds open to high-centered blooms with S50 

to 60 satiny petals. Each petal curls slightly 

to form an exceptionally firm flower for one 
so very large. Rich. spicy perfume. 

Tall. upright and somewhat spreading. 

(Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2693. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. 

“From the time it was introduced. I have had 2 
Miss All-American Beauties (see page 12) In my 

garden. It is in all respects the finest Tea I 

know—unfailing in performance and robustness. 
It's an incredible rose!” 

J.R.. Pennsylvania 



is our name for our own special 
brand of roses. It is the registered 

Trademark of The Conard-Pyle Co. _ 
It describes the quality of our <n 
rose plants, a quality so supe- cons 

rior that we can guarantee Wm 

they will grow and bloom for you. 
In the rolling countryside of Ches- 

ter County in southeastern Pennsyl- 
vania, Star Roses reach the peak of 

perfection. Nature provides the sun, 
rain and fertile soil and we add the 
tender loving care. 

GOLDEN GIRL 

Golden Girl 
Grandiflora. Each big bloom is melting golden yellow at the 
center with soft ivory at the petal edges. The blooms are fully 
double, of medium size and produced in good quantity all season 
long. Long, slender buds with graceful sepals are much like 
Eclipse. Golden Girl has more petals than Eclipse. holds its 
shape better and lasts longer. 

An outstanding plant for a yellow. Tall, very upright. shapely. 
well branched and vigorous. Plants are fully covered with solid. 
dark green foliage. The overall appearance of Golden Girl is 
extremely attractive. The well balanced plant, covered with lush 
green foliage and topped with the rich pure yellow profusion of 
bloom has a cool, crisp look. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 1912. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. 

PORTRAIT 

TRIED 

AND 

TRUE 

BIG RED 

GOLDEN GIRL 

MEDALLION 

PORTRAIT 

$16.40 

Portrait 
», Hybrid Tea. Distinctive, rich, colorful and lovely. Portrait 
* produces masses of beautiful urn shaped buds of delightful 

pink literally bursting into large creamy blooms edged a delicate 
satiny blush. Occasional gold tones wash over the open bloom 

giving it a glowing warmth while the solid pink reverse adds 
depth and sparkle. A delicious tea rose perfume. 

Upright, tall, strong and rugged. Portrait is freely branched 
and holds its lovely blooms aloft for all to see and admire. The 
rugged hardiness combined with masses of beautiful flowers 
make Portrait a satisfying. carefree, easy-to-grow rose that is 
sure to please. A rose so good a whole article about it appeared in 
The National Geographic. (Meyer.) Plant Pat. 3097. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 
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Roses to Cut 
Swarthmore 
Hybrid Tea. The exhibitor’s delight—known and loved as the rose that wins the prizes. 
The longest, largest bud of any rose we grow, opens slowly, gracefully. to such a 

perfect sculptured form it appears to have been poured from a mold. Double, high 
centered, long lasting. A blue ribbon winner all the way. 

Long, fat buds of deep, clear rose-red and blooms that display two tones of deep. 
clear rose-red. Each bloom is exquisitely formed and measures up to 5 inches across. 

Blooms come on tremendous long, sturdy stems ideal for cutting. Tall, well branched 
plants with large, rich foliage. A light, exotic fragrance is the crowning touch. A must 
for the exhibition table. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2444. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. 

Tiffany 
. Hybrid Tea. Elegant and beautiful as the name implies. Long, exquisitely modeled 
* buds and fragrant. high-pointed flowers perfect for cutting. A dramatic blending of 

lovely pastel colors from light pink to pale gold. Blooms are double and about 5 inches 
across. Flowers are borne one toa long, stiff stem. Its ability to hold its color and shape 
is excellent. A cutting rose par excellence. Everyone loves Tiffany. Medium tall and 
very free blooming. (Lindquist.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

TIFFANY 

5 

| 

if ¢ 

SWARTHMORE 

ROSES GIVE SO MUCH AND ASK SO LITTLE 

No other flowering plant gives so much of itself as the 

rose. Compare its exquisite bloom (each one 

sculptured perfection), its long. continuous blooming 

season (4 to 6 months in most areas), and its wide 

range of colors with any other plant in your garden. 

And. roses live for years and years. 
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PERFECT TO CUT 

SONIA (P.4) 

SWARTHMORE 

PIFFANY 

$12.40 
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Christian Dior 
@ Hybrid Tea. A great favorite, especially for cutting. High 

488° style blooms are rich crimson-red overlaid with a lovely 
scarlet sheen. A real showoff, even under artificial lights. 
Flowers are large, with 50 to 60 neatly placed petals, a delicate 

perfume and good strong stems for cutting. Top exhibition 

quality blooms that do not fade and will not turn blue. 
Vigorous, tall and upright with rich green, leathery leaves. 

Hardy and healthy. Steady, continuous bloom all season and 

sure to give all-around satisfaction. Rich color, fragrance and 
excellent form. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 1943. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

‘““MORE STAR® ROSES’’ 
Camelot 

Grandiflora. A soft yet lively color—coral or shrimp-pink, light and 

* slowing. High centered buds become cupped open blooms—4 

inches across. A very rich, spicy perfume. Tall and vigorous. (Swim & 

Weeks.) Plant Pat. 2371. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

Condesa De Sastago 
Hybrid Tea. Yellow on the outside and rose-scarlet within. Oval buds 

and very full, rounded blooms with nice perfume. Medium height, sturdy 

and free blooming. Considered a great novelty in its day because of its 

bicolor flowers. (Dot.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more. $3.40 ea. 

Crimson Glory 
Hybrid Tea. Famous for its lively velvety crimson color and heavy 

perfume. Pointed buds and good double blooms. Flowers come freely on 

a very strong, but low growing plant. For its perfume alone it is worth- 

while. (Kordes.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more, $3.40 ea. 

Electron 
Very bright, deepest rose-pink—smooth and creamy. Flowers are 

very large and full, with high centers and pleasing fragrance. Stun- 

ning color that lasts and lasts. Bushy and vigorous. (McGredy.) Plant 

Pat. 3226. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

Fragrant Cloud 
Hybrid Tea. Deep, true rose perfume. Showy, well-shaped blooms with 

excellent bright coral-red color. Rich, dark red buds slowly become 

large, full flowers and the color deepens slightly. Strong, tall plant. 

(Tantau.) Plant Pat. 2574. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

Golden Prince 
Hybrid Tea. Pleasing. informal shaped blooms of true deep bright gold 

with bright orange tinging the petal edges in the early stages. Large 

blooms—to 5 inches. Free blooming. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2949. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

Granada 
& Hybnd Tea. A bright mixture of scarlet. gleaming lemon-yellow and 

orange-pink. Medium size blooms. informally shaped with 20 large. 

ruffled petals. Upright and free blooming with strong fragrance. 

(Lindquist.) Plant Pat. 22/4. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

Helen Traubel 
Hybnd Tea. An exquisite apricot and shell pink combination. Long. 

slender buds. Six-inch very large. high centered blooms with rich 

spicy perfume. Lovely to cut. Tall, broad and vigorous. (Swim.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more. $3.65 ea. 

Laura 
Hybrid Tea. Exceptionally appealing, luminous salmon-pink flowers 

with a nice perfume. Buds are extra long and flowers are loosely 

cupped—about 5 inches wide. Very strong and tall. (Meilland.) Plant 

Pat. 2986. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

Mirandy 
>», Hybrid Tea. Pleasingly plump. Packed with petals forming a high 

£8° pointed center, opening very slowly. A marvelous velvety wine-red 

with darker shadings. Rich, fruity fragrance. Tall and sturdy. Excellent 

to cut. (Lammerts.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more. $3.40 ea. 

Montezuma 
Grandiflora. Lovely in the garden and good to cut. Smooth, creamy rose 

salmon color that lasts well. Short, shapely buds; high centered flowers 

with 40 petals, borne on long, strong stems. Tall and bushy. (Swim.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more, $3.40 ea. 

Polynesian Sunset 
Hybrid Tea. The rose for those who want large flower size and brilliant 

color above all else. Deep, rich coral, gradually becoming coral-orange 

with a warm, iridescent glow. Exquisite buds and huge. fully double 

flowers—to 6 inches. Hardy and vigorous. (Boerner.) Plant Pat. 2530. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Scarlet Knight 
», Grandiflora. Dark crimson buds and velvety scarlet-crimson flow- 

8° ers. with a mild tea fragrance. Each petal has a velvety texture and 

color lasts well. Tall. bushy and blooms continuously. (Meilland.) Plant 

Pat. 2692. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Starburst 
Grandiflora. Striking color and exceptional vigor. A true bicolor. Bright 

orange-red on the inner surface of the petals and a bright. rich yellow at 

the base. Medium height. Excellent to cut. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2974. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Summer Sunshine 
Hybrid Tea. Like a sunburst of dazzling gold. Urn shaped buds open to 

intense yellow flowers of medium size. Both the form and dazzling color 

hold well. Moderately tall and well branched. ‘A perfect yellow rose.” 

(Swim.) Plant Pat. 2078. 

$4.90 ea. —3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

Talisman 
Hybrid Tea. An old-timer that was a sensation as the first of the mul- 

ticolors. Many of the newer roses are much better. Orange and rose 

combination. At its best in the spring and fall. (Montgomery Co.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more. $3.40 ea. 

A 

A 
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\ EUROPEANA 

INCLUDE 

FLORIBUNDAS 

IN YOUR 

LANDSCAPING PLANS 

For a flashy spot of color, these 
extra bushy. extra free flowering, 
extra beautiful, extra useful roses 
are perfect. . .as alow border or 
a tall hedge (depending on the 
kind), edging a walk or driveway. 
as a friendly fence. Plant them like 
any other flowering shrub. Com- 
bine them with other roses or put 
them to work primarily to liven up 

your landscape. These are the 

easy-going plants that perform 
well all through the growing sea- 
son. 

FASHION 

Angel Face (see below) 

», Beautiful—a heavenly lavender washed 

> with ruby. Blooms are 3% inches wide 

with scalloped petals giving a delightful sil- 

houette. Charming at every stage and lasts a 

good long time. Nice fragrance. Low and 

bushy. (Swim & Weeks.) Plant Pat. 2792. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. 

Bahia 
> Vivid, golden orange blend that literally 

? sparkles and produces a constant dis- 

play of lively color. Very double. 3-inch 

flowers with spicy perfume. Good clusters. 

Ideal for any use. (Lammerts.) Plant Pat. 

3525. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more. $3.65 ea. 

A 

Betty Prior 
For a bushy, tall hedge. don’t overlook Betty 

Prior. Large, spreading clusters of bloom 

come continuously. 5-petaled bloom, like 

pink dogwood in shape. Spicy fragrance. 

Plants to 4 feet. Disease resistant. (Prior.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more, $3.40 ea. 

Bicentennial ce below) 
Striking. bold and fiery. Glowing deep red 

velvet at the petal margins blending to a de- 

lightful strawberry red at the center. Double, 

34-inch blooms. Vigorous and sparkling. 

(Meyer.) Plant Pat. 3802. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

ANGEL FACE 

Cathedral (see below) 

>») A showy, fiery blend of colors giving a 

> shimmering luminous effect. Coppery- 

peach buds become scarlet-orange, 3-inch, 

semidouble, ruffled blooms. Vigorous and 

bushy. (McGredy.) Plant Pat. 3524. 

$4.50 ea.—3 or more, $4.20 ea. 

A 

Circus 
>», A splashy red, yellow, pink and orange 

A88° mixture. Well formed buds and enor- 

mous bloom clusters. A real show-off to 

make an excellent hedge. Bushy. vigorous 

and free flowering. (Swim.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more, $3.40 ea. 



<= 

REDGOLD 

4 ob 

Floribundas 
Europeana (see above) 

>, The best red Floribunda. Massive, col- 

> ossal, spectacular, terrific! Great heads 

of satiny red flowers. Each cluster holds 20 or 

more blooms. Even one plant will glorify a 

garden. Low and bushy. (de Ruiter.) Plant 

Pat. 2540. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Fashion (see above) 

> One of the most beautiful of all. Oval, 

A8B> deep peach buds slowly become 3'A- 
inch blooms with good lasting ability. Very 

fragrant. A soft coral-peach-pink combina- 

tion. Hybrid Tea quality blooms. 3%-foot 

plants. (Boerner.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more, $3.40 ea. 

A 

BICENTENNIAL 

Redgold (see above) 

>» Excellent landscape plant. A flashy 

* combination of colors. Soft chrome- 

yellow at first becoming glowing orange-gold 

edged brick-red. Semi-double blooms with 

light fragrance. Medium tall. (Dickson.) 

Plant Pat. 3006. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Rose Parade 
>, Everything you want a Floribunda to 

483° be. Free blooming and vigorous, cov- 

ered with clusters of bright, sparkling me- 

dium pink, fully double blooms—4 inches 

across. Tall, rugged, disease free. (Williams.) 

Plant Pat. 3065. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

AAIR 

Saratoga 
Pure white, gardenia-like flowers. Ex- 

> ceptionally large blooms, 4% inches 
across and last well. Buds are soft cream and 

well formed, opening to pure snowy white. A 

profusion of bloom all season. 3 foot plants. 

(Boerner.) Plant Pat. 2299. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

A 

Sunspot 
We think this is the best yellow Floribunda. 

Rich butter-yellow buds turn a bright, sunny 

yellow. As large and attractive as a Hybrid 

Tea with 5-inch flowers. Gleaming and bright 

for any use. (Fisher.) Plant Pat. 2576. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

OFFER 25 
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Stunning 
Red Fountain 
Climber-Everblooming Hardy Pillar Type. A fountain of rich red 
color arching to the ground. A profusion of lovely. velvety blooms in 
June and all summer. Huge trusses with as many as 40 vibrant 
blooms. The perfect climber. lawn specimen or highway landscape 

plant, for a brilliant show of color. Plump buds are almost black. 
opening to double blooms flushed blackish velvet with a sprinkling 
of strawberry red and a hint of fragrance. (Williams.) Plant Pat. 
3615. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

America 
>» Climber. Rich, salmon-pink Hybrid Tea blooms, strong spicy 

4€3° fragrance and extremely free flowering all season. Lovely 
pointed salmon buds roll back to a fully double, 4-inch bloom. Color 
softens in the open bloom to a rich, even salmon-pink. 

Excellent disease resistant foliage covering the long. strong. 

heavy canes. Everything you want in a Climber. Perhaps the most 
totally satisfying Climber ever. (Warriner.) Plant Pat. 3682. 

$5.90 ea.—3 or more, $5.50 ea. 

Golden Showers 
> Everblooming Climber. Without doubt the finest yellow 

A8BS climber. Free blooming and extremely vigorous. Grows 7 to 9 
feet tall and can stand without support. Long stemmed clusters 
literally cover the bush and give such a bright, happy appearance. 
Shiny daffodil-yellow. double. fragrant flowers—very large for a 

climber. up to 5 inches across. (Lammerts.) 

; $4.50 ea.—3 or more. $4.20 ea. 

tend 
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RED FOUNTAIN 
STAR® GUARANTEE 

AMERICA All Star Plants in this catalog are guaranteed to grow 

and perform as they should for the first season after 
purchase. If they do not. we will replace them or refund 
the purchase price. 

GOLDEN SHOWERS 



Star® Climbers 
Blaze 
New Improved Everblooming Kind. The ‘‘everywhere’’ climber! 

Blooms with complete freedom. A great burst of scarlet in June with 
some bloom during the summer. Very hardy and needs only an occa- 

sional pruning. Easy to grow. (Kallay.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Rhonda 
Everblooming. A truly lovely pink climber with large, full bodied 
flowers of perfect Hybrid Tea form. Good stiff stems, excellent for 
cutting. Good bloom the first year. (Lissemore.) Plant Pat. 2854. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

OTHER STAR® CLIMBERS 

Blossomtime 
Everblooming Climber. Two-toned lovely pink flowers. Medium 
height. (O’Neal.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Climbing Crimson Glory 
Repeat Blooming. A household word with rose growers for years. . . 
here is the climbing form. Flowers are velvety and vivid with a rich 
perfume. Good repeat bloom. (Naungayan.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more. $3.65 ea. 

Climbing Peace 
Repeat Blooming. The same huge, double blooms that made Peace 

famous with the same lively color—soft cream, yellow and ivory witha 

pink edging that slowly creeps over the whole flower. Takes 2 to 3 years 
to get in stride. (Brady.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Coral Dawn 
Everblooming. Large, coral to rose-pink flowers cover the plant. 442 

inches wide, with 35 big petals. The perfect Pillar rose. (Boerner.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Don Juan 
Everblooming Climber. Rich dark red blooms in huge masses. A pillar 

rose to 10 feet. Perfect for fences. (Malandrone.) 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. Ne w Da wn 

Everblooming. Softest blush-pink blooms of good size. the 

RHONDA color of apple blossoms. Pointed fragrant buds, good 
to cut. Very hardy. Blooms repeatedly all season. 

(Somerset.) 
$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

White Dawn 
Repeat Blooming. Snowy white, semi-double blooms 
shaped somewhat like a gardenia. Nice clusters and pleas- 
ing fragrance. We consider White Dawn the best white 
repeat blooming Climber. (Longley.) 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

eis E ; SOY pera? 
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CAREFREE - The Anywhere Roses 

. 
~ TAMANGO 

Tamango 
Floribunda. Three big pluses make Tamango an unusually good 
rose: flower size and quality, vigor and hardiness, and a spectac- 

ular profusion of bloom. Deep red. almost black buds become 
4-inch luminous. velvety red, double flowers. Smart. lively and 
medium tall. Tamango has above average disease resistance. Do 

spray Tamango occasionally. (Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2857. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more. $3.65 ea. 

The Fairy 
Ideal for any use and truly ‘‘Carefree.’’ Beautiful 2 to 3 foot shrub 
with hundreds of seashell-pink flowers in large clusters all sea- 

son. A dense, hardy. thrifty bush, exceptionally resistant to 
disease and insects. Lacy. small. shiny foliage. An excellent 
lawn specimen, a colorful hedge—any use. A foolproof rose with 
almost every good quality possible. (Bentall.) 

$3.60 ea.—3 or more. $3.40 ea. 

THE FAIRY 

OFFER 28 

RED, WHITE 
AND PINK a 

RED FOUNTAIN is 

SEA FOAM i 
THE FAIRY Be 

$11.60 a 

m, _ 

Our usual advice is to spray or dust your roses. While they do not take a lot 
of care, they do take some. The roses on this page are different. They are 

special; you can plant them and forget them. They will put on such a 
constant show for you all summer long they will continually draw your 
attention. 

These are the landscaping roses. Use them that way—instead of a for- 
sythia, or hedge, anywhere. If you like lots of color, you'll love them. Yes. 

they can be cut and brought indoors and they are lovely. 

Sea Foam 
Hardy Shrub Rose. Pure white teardrop-shaped buds become 2 

to 3-inch double blooms that mature gradually to a delicate soft 
cream. Charming for small arrangements. A remarkable shrub 

rose producing fine clusters of shining bloom all season. Tough, 
hardy and tremendously vigorous. One of the most remarkable 
roses with unlimited use. Truly a breakthrough. Excellent 

ground cover, as a specimen plant, as a border or broad. low 
hedge. tied to a trellis or fence it makes an outstanding white 
pillar. All you need is a little imagination. One of the most useful 
roses. (Schwartz.) Plant Pat. 2463. 

$3.90 ea.—3 or more, $3.65 ea. 

Red Fountain 
Climber-Everblooming Hardy Pillar Type. A cascade of rich red. 
velvety blooms. Spectacular huge trusses. See Page 26. 

$4.90 ea.—3 or more, $4.60 ea. 

RED FOUNTAIN 



WHITE GEM 

White Gem 
Big, pure white, showy blooms with the soft- 
est touch of ivory at the center. Each flower 

is full petaled with excellent form that lasts 
exceptionally well when cut. Slightly larger 
than most miniatures in growth and bloom. 

Tall, vigorous and lovely. (Meilland.) 
$2.75 ea.—3 or more, $2.50 ea. 

Shooting Star 
Distinctive and unique. As the bloom opens. 
each petal curls under forming a distinct 

point at the tip. This. together with its color 
combination of chartreuse-yellow and fiery 
red. makes Shooting Star one of the most 
colorful. Bushy plants with good repeat 

bloom. (Meilland.) 
$2.75 ea.—3 or more. $2.50 ea. 

Starina 
An excellent. showy orange-red. A little 
larger bloom than most and a bit taller. Ex- 
ceptionally well formed blooms. Brilliant. 
(Meilland.) Plant Pat. 2646. 

$2.90 ea.—3 or more. $2.65 ea. 

STARINA 

STAR® MINIATURE 
ROSES 

Exciting, Colorful, Hardy, Tiny, 
tiny roses of pure pleasure and 

enjoyment. Beautifully formed, 
ruggedly hardy and colorful little 
copies of the big garden roses. 

Real roses only 8 to 15 inches tall, 
blooming profusely and winter 

hardy almost everywhere, 
blooms indoors in winter. For 
outdoor success give your Mint’s: 
* A half day or more of sunshine. 
* Good garden soil. 
* An occasional thorough soak- 

ing. 

* A yearly feeding. 

You'll be thrilled with these 
showy little roses. Try them! We 
send free growing instructions 

with each order. 

Rosy Gem 
Perhaps the very best pink. Rosy pink buds 
become a touch lighter in the open bloom. 
Blooms are well shaped, 1% inches across, 
and fully double. Free blooming and long 
lasting. Bushy. (Meilland.) 

$2.75 ea.—3 or more, $2.50 ea. 

Crimson Gem 
A wonderful deep rich red. One-inch flowers 
with 50 to 60 velvety red petals. A non-fading 
color that lasts and lasts. Excellent as a cut 
flower. Very strong, bushy. and free bloom- 

ing. A gem of a miniature rose for any use. 
(deRuiter.) 

$2.90 ea.—3 or more. $2.65 ea. 

Baby Gold Star 
A golden beauty that nears perfection. 
Perfectly formed buds and double blooms. A 
good, strong yellow that keeps well on the 

plant and when cut. Grows tall with small 
foliage. Wave after wave of colorful bloom 
till frost. Mild fragrance. (Dot.) 

$2.50 ea.—3 or more, $2.30 ea. 

BABY GOLD STAR 

& 

ROSY GEM 

CRIMSON GEM 

OFFER 29 

ALL SIX 

MINIATURES 

CRIMSON GEM 

GOLD COIN 

ROSY GEM 

SHOOTING STAR 

STARINA 
WHITE GEM 

$14.90 
Boi Sree est ae pape 

ae 
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JOIN THE AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY 

and receive FREE - PORTRAIT OFFER 30 

To anyone who sends us his dues by December 31, 1976 for a new membership in The American 
Rose Society, we will give absolutely FREE a Portrait rose bush. 
Here’s all you do: send us your check for $10.50 annual dues (made payable to The Conard-Pyle 

Co.). We will send you your Portrait at proper planting time this spring. or if your membership is 
received after May 10. it will be shipped in the fall. 

You will find many benefits by joining The American Rose Society: 

1. The membership card is your passport to rose shows. rose gardens, rose meetings everywhere. 

2. The American Rose. a monthly magazine in full color, with timely articles on rose growing and 

rose growers. 

3. A Handbook for Selecting Roses. A valuable guide. 

4. The American Rose Annual. Articles on roses, rose growing, rose people. Color illustrations. 
260 pages. Price to non-members Is $6.95. 

5. Access to the largest lending library of rose books in the country. 

6. Leaflets listing Private and Public Gardens open to members, Consulting Rosarians, Rose 

Judges. cultural information, etc. 

. Help with rose problems, free of charge. 

8. PLUS: a FREE Portrait rose bush from STAR ROSES when your new membership is sent to us. 

Join Now! Send us your $10.50 today. 

~ 

Join Now! Send us your $10.50 today. 

OFFER 30A 
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Quan.| 
SPECIAL 

ROSE 
OFFERS 

We 
reserve 

the 
right to substitute 

for sold- 

out 
varieties 

in Special 
Offers, 

but 
changes 

cannot 
be made 

upon 
request. 

Special! 
M
E
R
R
Y
 
C
H
R
I
S
T
M
A
S
 

Offer 
31 

Mister Lincoln Perfume Delight 

$8.90 

Of
fe
r 

31
A 

B
l
a
n
c
h
e
 

Mallerin 

Mirandy 

9 

Peace 

$9.90 Gift 
Certificates 

M
a
k
e
 
Giving 

Easy, 
T
o
o
 

Popular 
not only as 

Christmas 
Gifts 

but also as 
Birthday, 

Anniversary 
and 

“Thank 

You’ 
Gifts. 

Many.of 
our 

customers 
buy 

and 
give 

Star 
Gift 

Certificates 
because 

DO 
NOT 

WRITE 
IN 

THESE 
SPACES 

PLEASE 

ZIP 
NO. 

PP ZONE 
ADV. CODE 

t
e
,
 

ORDER 
NO. 

Y
 

Here 
is a wonderful, 

thoughtful 
way 

to do 
your 

Christmas 
Shopping. 

Pick 

out 
those 

people 
on 

your 
gift list who 

like 
gardening, 

and 
send 

them 
a 

“Living 
Gift’ 

from 
this catalog. 

To make 
your 

gift even 
more 

unusual, 
we 

will 
send 

the 
recipient 

of your 
gift 

in time 
for 

Christmas 
a 

REAL 
LIVING 

ROSEBUD 
in a

 vial 
of water 

as 
shown 

on 
the 

left. 
And 

with 
the 

rosebud 

will 
be an 

attractive 
Christmas 

Gift Card 
bearing 

your 
own 

name, 
stating 

Offer 
No. 

Each 
Offer 

3 new 
All-Americas 

$15.90 

3 of the 
best 

3 All Americas 

11 
5 All-Time 

Greats 
18.60 

13 
4 Roses 

18.80 

15 
4 Roses 

16.90 

17 
4H.T.’s 

18.90 

19 
4 Unique 

16.90 

21 
4 Roses 

16.40 

22 
3 Perfect 

to Cut 
12.40 

25 
4 Flashy 

Floribundas 
16.00 

27 
3 Climbing 

Roses 
13.70 

3 Carefree 
Roses 

30A 
12 

Roses 

31 
2 Roses 

8.90 

31A 
3 Roses 

9.90 

Total 
Column 

—
_
_
_
 

Total 
From 

Other 
Side 

—
_
_
 

TOTAL 
O
R
D
E
R
 

Add 
75¢ 

packing 
charge 

if 

order 
is less 

than 
$20.00 Add 

6
%
 

Sales 
Tax 
for 

Pennsylvania 
deliveries 

ARS 
NEW 

Membership 
($10.50) (see 

below) 

TOTAL 
DUE 

A
M
O
U
N
T
 

ENCLOSED 

We 
pay 
all 
shipping 
charges 

within 
the 

Continental 
United 

States 

Thank 
You 

For Your 
Order 

Date 

TERMS 
Please 

send 
payment 

with 
order 

or 
before 

shipment. 

No 
C.0.D.’S 

N
E
W
 
ARS 

Membership. 
(See page 30). 

. 
. $10.50 

(J 

Send 
me 

a 
FREE 

Portrait 
Rose 

[_] 

Ship 
it in Spring 

[_ | 
Ship 

it in Fall {__] 

they 
eliminate 

shopping 
time 

and 
also 

because 
folks 

who 
receive 

Star Rose 
Gift 

Certificates 
have 

the 
pleasure 

of doing 
their 

own 
selecting. 

If you 
like, we 

will 

send 
the Gift Certificate 

to the 
recipient, 

or you 
can 

send 
it yourself. 

But 
remem- 

ber, we 
do need 

to know 
the 

names 
and 

addresses 
of the 

recipients. 
We 

will fill 

in his or her 
name. 

Our 
latest 

catalog 
will 

be sent 
to the 

recipient 
for gift selec- 

tion. 
The 

rosebud 
is 

sent 
only 

at 
Christmas 

Time. 
For 

other 
occasions, 

an 

appropriate 
Gift 

Card 
will 

be sent. 
Star 

Rose 
Gift Certificates 

can 
be 

presented 

AMOUNT 
TOTAL 

S
a
y
 
M
e
r
r
y
 
C
h
r
i
s
t
m
a
s
 
with 

a
 living 

gift 
of 

Slat bases 
that 

in the 
spring 

at just the 
right time 

for planting 
he or she 

will 
receive 

your 
beautiful 

living 
Christmas 

Gift, 
a 

lasting 
remembrance 

of 
your 

thoughtfulness. 
Just 

a 
reminder—we 

must 
have 

your 
orders 

before 

December 
10 

if we 
are 

to send 
the 

live 
rosebud 

in time 
for 

Christmas. 

Use 
the 

special 
Christmas 

Order 
Blank 

which 
we 

have 
enclosed 

in this 

catalog 
for your 

convenience. 

Star® 
Rose 

Guarantee 
S
T
A
R
 
R
O
S
E
S
 

are 
g
u
a
r
a
n
t
e
e
d
 

to 
grow 

and 
b
l
o
o
m
 

as 

they 
should 

for 
the 

first 
b
l
o
o
m
i
n
g
 

season 
after 

purchase. 
If 

they 
do 

not, 
we 

will 
replace 

them 
or 

refund 
the 

purchase 
price. 

for any 
amount 

you 
wish 

to spend, 
from 

$5.00 
up. 

NOTE: 
If the 

variety 
you 

select 
is sold 

out, 
we 

will 

send 
you 

a similar 
kind 

of equal or greater 
value 

at no 

extra 
charge 

to you. 
If you 

do 
not 

wish 
this 

special 

service, 
please 

check 
here. 

. 

However, 
we 

will give this service 
on 

‘‘Special 
Offers” 

when 
necessary 

even 
without 

this authorization 
from 

you. 

Orders 
accepted 

subject 
to 

stock 
unsold. 

Prices 

are 
for 

dormant 
Roses, 

Fall 
1976, 

2-year, 
field- 

grown, 
guaranteed 

to bloom. 
NOTE: 

All ‘3-for” 
and 

group 
offer 

prices 
apply 

ONLY 
when 

plants 
are 

shipped 
together 

to 
one 

address. 
‘3-for’ 

prices 

FALL 1976 

L. 
- 

=} 

NOTE: 
If shipment 

goes 
to other 

than 
above: 

1) 
Please 

so 
indicate 

in space 
below; 

2) Tell 
us 

if it is a gift so 
we 

can 
send 

proper 
gift card. 

apply 
to 

3 
of 

one 
variety 

only, 
except 

where 
Gift 

Order 
|
 

: 

specifically 
stated 

otherwise. 
All plants 

and 
items 

Not 
a Gift Order 

(] 

in 
this 

catalog 
shipped 

prepaid 
direct 

to 
your 

; 
door. 

Please add 75¢ 
packing 

charge if order is less 
Ship 

to: 
Name 

than 
$20—see 

explanatory 
note, 

page 
31 of catalog. 

Plants 
will be shipped 

at proper 
time 

for planting 
in 

Street 

your 
locality. 

Patented 
Plants 

are 
sold 

under 
license 

from 
patent 

owner. 
State 

Zip 

City 



Date: 

Star Roses 

Christmas Order Form 

STAR ROSES: 

Please send the following Christmas Gifts to the 

people | have named below. | understand that you 

will send a Gift Announcement with a live rose bud 

just before Christmas. 

DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES PLEASE. 

ORDER NO. ZIP NO. 

gg 

Notes: All ‘3-for’’ and group offer prices apply 

ONLY when plants are shipped to one address at one 

time. ‘‘3-for’’ prices apply to 3 of one variety only. 

Please print full names and addresses. Indicate if 

your gift is to be plants or a Gift Certificate. We will 

ship plants at the proper Spring planting time for the 

recipient’s area. Make your selections from the all new 

Star Roses Catalog. 

Patented Plants are sold under license from patent 

owner. 

NOTE: Important — Orders must be received by 

December 10 to insure the mailing of a rosebud. 

Total Amt. 

Add 6% Sales Tax for Shipments to Pa. 

75¢ Packing Charge for Each Gift less than $20.00 

Total $ 

Star Roses 
THE CONARD-PYLE CO. 
WEST GROVE, PA. 19390 

USE BACK OF SHEET TO LIST ADDITIONAL GIFT ORDERS 

ten, Star ae rm) Guaranteed lo leon 

55M-76 
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Star® Roses as Chxcstmas Gifie 
The Gift That Keeps Giving For Years 

Your garden friends will love a Christmas gift of roses. Why not surprise them this year? Imagine, your friends receiving a gift card at 

Christmas saying you are sending them a gift of SONIA in the spring and in that gift card a real, live SONIA rosebud. What a lovely gift. 
Here’s How: Choose the rose (SONIA would be so appropriate), collection of roses or other plants you wish sent (yes, we'll senda SONIA 

rosebud announcing a gift of Blue Hollies). Send us the order now. At Christmas we will send your friends a real, live SONIA rosebud ina vial 
of water with a card telling of the bushes they will receive at spring planting time. (Rosebuds can be sent only with Christmas gift orders. Each 

rosebud will be a beautiful SONIA. We must have your order before December 10 if we are to send the rosebud.) 

GIFT CERTIFICATES MAKE GIVING EASY 

Gift Certificates are the perfect answer to gift-giving at any time. Just mail 
us your check and the name of the recipient. We will send the Gift Certificate 
directly to your friend, or you can send it yourself. Then we will forward our 
latest catalog to him so that he can choose what he wants. 

ANY AMOUNT OVER $5.00 

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS 

Offer 31 

Mister Lincoln 

Perfume Delight 

$8.90 
Gift Certificate 

This certificate will be accepted as — _. dollars for the purchase of plants from: 

. 
tar Roses 

RD-PYLE CO. 

p. West Grove, Pa. 
S 19390 

TSS 16h tO amen 

Offer 31A 

Blanche Mallerin 

Mirandy 

Peace 

$9.90 

ELLE ED IE 

i ¥ 

Oi mem mm 

PAR Nes Sees eeemees 

aa Chairman of the Board 

CERTIFICATE Ni 
=f 

se > 

ORDER INSTRUCTIONS 
Dormant plants. Prices in this catalog are for dormant roses and are void after June 1977. All Rose 

plants are #1 grade, 2-year. field-grown, guaranteed to bloom. Orders are accepted subject to 
stock unsold. Patented varieties are sold under license from the patent owner. 

All *‘3 for’’ and group offer prices apply ONLY when plants are shipped to the same address at the 
same time. “*3 for’ prices apply to 3 of one variety only. In the group offers, we reserve the 
right to substitute sold-out varieties with kinds of equal or greater catalog value. We substitute 
only when necessary and only with other good varieties. However, we cannot make changes 
in offers on request. Their special price prohibits the extra handling these requests would 
require. 

Star Guarantee. All Star plants in this catalog are guaranteed to performas they should for the first 
season after purchase. If they do not, we will replace them or refund the purchase price. 

Parcel post or United Parcel Service prepaid. All plants and other items in this catalog are shipped 
at our expense. prepaid to your door in continental United States. Plants will be shipped at the 
proper time for planting in your locality. 

Shipping Area. We cannot ship orders outside the United States of America. Orders for Hawaii, 

7 |2\ Ne 
CAMELOT 

Look for the STAR tag on every rose 

bush we ship. . . your guarantee of a 

quality product. 

Alaska and Puerto Rico are shipped by air and we bill all shipping charges. is the fegiste d trademark 
____ Packing charges. Orders over $20 are packed without charge. We must charge a 75¢ packing fee on of The Conard-Pyle C 

all orders that amount to less than $20. This packing charge will apply on any portion of an ata) 
order shipped separately which totals less than $20. In cases where weather or some other 
condition forces us to ship parts of your order separately this charge will not apply. if order 
totals $20 or more. 

Enclose payment with your order. We do not ship C.O.D. 

Add sales tax of 6% on orders to be delivered in Pennsylvania. 

Please print your name and address on the order sheet. and don’t forget the Zip Code. All orders 
bi from one household should be made under the same name. 

We are members of: 

American Association of Nurserymen. Inc. 

STAR® ROSE GUARANTEE Mailorder Association of Nurserymen 

Pennsylvania Nurserymen’s Association porn uen, Cy 

All Star Plants in this catalog are guaranteed to Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce ay \ % 
grow and perform as they should for the first All-America Rose Selections. Inc. JAAN 2 

season after purchase. If they do not. we will American Rose Society $ Se) ie 
replace them or refund the purchase price. Texas Rose Research Foundation % Kee Ss 

National Better Business Bureau py Gee ese 

New England Nurserymen’s Association 

STAR® ROSES e The Conard-Pyle Co. e West Grove, PA 19390 e Phone: 215-869-2426 
31 



Beautiful in All Seasons 

Now a beautiful new type of ruggedly hardy. red berried Holly. ideal 
for fall planting. Order them now to enjoy this fall and winter in your 

garden. Next spring you will be amazed at their early start. Or. try them 
indoors. in a sunny window they make wonderful house plants. 

(Meserve.) 

Perhaps the most beautiful of all. and exceptionally hardy. Uniquely 

‘crinkled’ leaves are very dark. glossy and extremely dense. Berries 
are unusually large. deep red and shiny. Highly ornamental and takes 

shearing very well. Plant Pat. 3662. 

Vigorous; glossy. attractive. rugged foliage; and abundant pollen to 

fertilize all the “*girls..’ Well branched. compact growth makes a broad 
natural pyramid. Purplish blue branches are distinctive and attractive. 

Blue Prince is a beauty. Plant Pat. 3517. 

A profusion of shiny. rich. red berries in big. bold clusters that stand 
out along the bluish stems. Bright. glossy. deep green foliage. Ruggedly 

hardy and unusually attractive in all seasons. Outdoes all the girls in 
berry production. Plant Pat. 3675. 

Price $9.90 each; 3 or more, $9.30 ea. 

OFFER 32 

BLUE ANGEL BLUE PRINCE 

BLUE PRINCESS 

$25.90 

‘Star Roses 
THE CONARD-PYLE CO. 

West Grove, Pa. 19390 
Phone: 215- 869-2426 


